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REALIZING AUTOMORPHISMS OF QUOTIENTS
OF PRODUCT σ-FIELDS

SIEGFRIED GRAF

Let (Xa)aei be a family of Polish spaces, X =HaeJ Xa,
and 23 the product of the Borel fields of the spaces Xa. For
Kcl let Xκ = UaeκXa and let πκ: X-*XK be the canonical
projection. Moreover, let n be a σ-ideal in 29 satisfying
the following Fubini type condition:
Ne n if and only if π~A{z e Xj \ π^Λ{y e XΛJ | (z, y) e N}) £ n}) e n
for every nonempty JaL Then, given an automorphism Φ
from 53/rt onto itself, there exists a bijection f:X-*X such
that / and f~ι are measurable and

[/-'(£)] - Φ([B) , [f(B)] - Φ-̂ IB])

for all Be%>.

1* Introduction* Let (Xα)αej be an arbitrary family of Polish
spaces and, for every a el, μa a Borel measure on Xa. Let X —
ΐlaeiXa be equipped with the Baire σ-field S3(X) which is equal to
the product of the Borel fields of the spaces Xa. Moreover, let μ
be the product measure on SB(JSΓ) and n the σ-ideal of /i-nullsets. D.
Maharam [5] showed that every automorphism of S3(.3Γ)/tt onto itself
is induced by an invertible 33(X)-measurable point mapping of X.
In [6] D. Maharam proved the same result in the case that n is the
σ-ideal of first category sets in f&(X). It is the purpose of this note
to give a common generalization of these two results: We shall
show that for σ-ideals π in Sβ(JSΓ) which satisfy a certain Fubini
type condition the conclusions of Maharam's theorems still hold.

Choksi [1], [2] generalized Maharam's first result to arbitrary
Baire measures on X — Π Xa Our methods of proof consist in a
slight modification of those used by Choksi [2] (cf. also Choksi [3]).
We shall formulate our lemmas in such a way that we can also
reprove Choksi's theorem.

Our basic tool in the proofs of the results stated above consists
in the following generalization of a theorem due to Sikorski (cf. [8],
p. 139, 32.5): Each σ-homomorphism from S3(Π-X«) to an arbitrary
quotient of a σ-field on any set Y (w.r.t. a σ-ideal) is induced by a
measurable map from Y to X = J{ Xa.

This last result is also used to deduce a characterization of in-
jective measurable spaces first given by Falkner [4] (cf. §3).

2* Notation* In what follows (X«)αej is always a family of
Polish spaces. For a subset J oί I let Xj stand for J[aeJ Xa and X
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for Xz. For KaJal let πJK denote the canonical projection from
Xj onto Xκ. If J — I we write πκ instead of πjκ. For an arbitrary
completely regular Hausdorff space F let 93(F) denote the 6r-field
of Baire sets in Y. We will write 93 for 93(X). 93 is equal to the
product σ-field of the Borel fields 93(Xα). A map f:X-+X is called
measurable if it is 93-93-measurable.

3* Realizing <7-homomorρhisms* The following theorem is a
generalization of a result due to Sikorski (cf. [8], p. 139, 32.5)
and provides the basic tool for deriving the results in the later
sections.

THEOREM 3.1. Let X = Π -X«, 33 = 93(X). Moreover let (F, 81) be
a measurable space, n a σ-ideal in 3Ϊ, and Φ: 93 —> SΆ/n a σ-homomor-
phίsm. Then there exists an %-^-measurable map f:Y—>X with
f-\B)eΦ(B) for all £eS3, i.e. Φ is induced by f.

Proof. For every a e I define Φa: 93(Xα) -* Sί/n by Φa(B) =
Φ(πΰ\B)). Then Φa is obviously a σ-homomorphism. It follows from
Sikorski [8], p. 139, 32.5 that there exists an Sί-93(X)-measurable
map U Y->Xa with f~\B) e Φa(B) for all B e 93(Xα). Define f:Y-+X
by f(v) — (fa(y))aei Then / is St-93-measurable and for every jBe93
with B = f|r=i π£(Bat)9 Bai 6 93(Xαi) one has f~\B) - Π?=i /«/(Bβ<). Since
f?i(Bai)eΦai(Bat) - Φ{π~l{Baι)) we deduce

n/-x^) e

hence

Since the sets of the above form generate 93 as a σ-field and since
Φ is a er-homomorphism it follows that f~\B) e Φ{B) for all B e 93.

Before we shall go on with our main subject let us use the
above theorem to derive a characterization of injective measurable
spaces. Essentially the same characterization has been given first
by Falkner [4]. It is also possible to deduce Theorem 3.1 frono
Falkner's results.

DEFINITION 3.2.

(a) A measurable space (Z, <£) is called separated iff for all
z, z' eZ with z Φ z' there exists a set C e (£ with z e C and zf g C.

(b) Two measurable spaces (F, 81) and (Zf K) are called point-
isomorphic iff there exists a bisection g from F onto Z such that
g and βΓ1 are measurable, g is called a point-isomorphism.
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(c) A measurable space (Y, Sϊ) is called a retract of a measurable
space (Z, (£) iff there exists a subset Zo of Z and an Sί-E Π ̂ 0-
measurable map h: Z -> ZQ with λ,Zo = idZo such that (Y, Si) is point-
isomorphic to (Zo, <£ Π #<>), where © Π ̂ 0 = {C Π Z0\Ce &}.

(d) A measurable space (Z, (£) is called injective iff for every
measurable space (Y, SI), for every subset Yo c Γ, for every 2ί Π YΌ —
©-measurable map /: Yo —> Z there exists an Sϊ-(£-measurable map
f:Y->Z w i t h / , F o = / .

LEMMA 3.3. Lei (ϋΓ, (£) δe α separated measurable space and let
& be a subset of (£ generating & as a σ-field. Then there exists a
set Sc[0, iγ such that (Z, (£) is point-ίsomorphic to (B, S3([0, l f )Πΰ).

Proo/. Define g:Z-^[0, iγ by ^ ) - (1^))^€S. Then g is
® - S3([0, l]g)-measurable and one-to-one. Let B = flf(Z). For JBΌ e @
we have (̂£70) - {(s^ e s 6^(Z)|s^0 - 1}, hence fif(£70) 6 S([0, If) Π By

which proves g to be a point-isomorphism of (Z, ©) and
(JS, SB([O, l]g) Π J5).

REMARK 3.4. Let I be an index set and 0 Φ Be^8([0,iγ).
Then (B, SB([O, l]0 Π JS) is a retract of ([0, 1]', S8([0, l]z))

Proof. Let x0 e J5 be given. Define h: [0, l] z -> J5 by

h(x)= \X>xeB

\xQ, x$B .

Then h is measurable and hlB — idB.
It remains an open question whether every retract of ([0, I] 7,

33([O, I]1)) is point-isomorphic to a Baire subset of some generalized
cube [0, l]κ. (For K = I this is not true in general.)

COROLLARY 3.5. (cf. Falkner [4], Theorem 3.2.) For a separated
measurable space (Z, (£) the following conditions are equivalent:

( i ) (Z9 (£) is injective.
(ii) There exists an index set I such that (Z, (£) is α retract

of ([0, 1]', S3([0, l]0)
(iii) For everi/ measurable space (Y, SI) α^d e^π/ σ-ideal xt of

Sί eαcfo σ-homomorphism Φ: K —» Sί/π is induced by an ^immeasurable
map f: Y->Z.
If (Z9 E) is countably generated, in addition, then the conditions
(i) £o (iii) are aZso equivalent to

(iv) (Z, K) is point-isomorphic to (B, 23([O, 1]̂ ) π -β) /or some
JBeS3([0, 1]").
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Proof. (i)=>(ii): According to Lemma 3.3 we may assume Za
[0,I]7 and <£ = S3([0, I]7) Π Z for some /. Let / = idz. Since (Z, <£)
is injective there exists a 33([0,1]7) — K-measurable map /: [0, I] 1 —> Z
with / ^ = ic£z. Hence (Z9 &) satisfies condition (ii).

(ii)=>(iii): Without loss of generality we may assume that Zcz
[0, I]7, £ = 35([O, I]7) Π Z, and that there is a S3([0, I]7) - ©-measurable
map h:[0,1]1-* Z with hlz = ίdz. Let (Y, SI) be any measurable
space, n c Sΐ a o -ideal, Φ: (£ —> Sί/n a σ-homomorphism. Define
Φo: S3([0,1]7) -> Sί/n by Φ0(B Π # ) . Then Φo is a σ-homomorphism and
according to Theorem 3.1 there exists an SI — 33([O, l]7)-measurable
map /0: Γ -» [0, I] 7 which induces Φ. Let / = h o/0. Then / is Sί — Im-
measurable and obviously induces Φ.

(iii)=>(i): Let (Y, Sί) be any measurable space, YQaY, and
f:Y0->Z an SίΠ Γ0-®-measurable map. Let tt = {A 6Sί: AΠ Fo = 0}.
Then π is a σ-ideal in Sί. Define Φ(G) to be the residual class in Sΐ/rt
of any A 6 Sί with A Π Yo = f~~\C). Then Φ: © -> Sί/rt is a α -homomor-
phism. According to (iii) there exists an Sί — ©-measurable map
f:Y—>Z which induces Φ. From the definition of Φ it follows im-
mediately that f[Yo = /.

Now let (Z, (£) be countably generated.
(ii) => (iv): Without loss of generality we may assume that

Zc[0, If, K = 5B([0, IY)ΠZ, and that there is a S3([0, I f ) - ©-
measurable map Λ: [0, 1]*—> Z with fe|Z = idz (cf. Lemma 3.3 and the
proof of (i) => (ii)). 35([0,1]^) has a countable subset @ such that for
all x9 x

f e [0,1]^ there exists an Ee& with α eJS' and x'$E. For
x 6 [0, iγ\Z there, therefore, exists an E e @ with x 6 E and Λ(a?) g E.
Since Λ,z = id z we deduce x e E\h~\E) c [0, 1 ] ^ , hence [0, iγ\Z =
\JE^E\h~\E) belongs to S3([0,1]*).

(iv) => (ii) follows immediately from Remark 3.4.

4* Realizing automorphisms* In this section π is always a σ-
ideal in 33(X), X = Π^«. For J5 6 33(X) the symbol [B] stands for
the residual class of B in 33(X)/rt. We say that a subset B of X
depends only on Jal if I? = π~]\πj{B)). It is a well-known fact
that every f?e23(X) depends only on a countable subset of J.

DEFINITION 4.1.

(a) tt is said to satisfy condition (F) iff a set Ne58(X) belongs
to n if and only if for every nonempty Jal

πj\{z e Xj I πj^({y e X I U | (z, y) e N}) ?π})en.

(b) π is said to satisfy condition (D) iff for all countable non-
empty Ju J2dl with c/Ί Π e/a = 0 there exists an N e n such that N
depends only on J± U J2 and, for all z e XJl9 πj^j^z) Π πJiυJi(N) is
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uncountable and of second category in πJluj2>Jl(z).

REMARK 4.2.

(1) For every a e I let μa be a finite measure on 33(Xα). Let
μ be the product measure on $8(X) obtained from the μa's and let
rt be the σ-ideal of μ-nullsets. Then it follows from Fubini's theorem
that rt satisfies condition (F).

(2) Let rt be the σ-ideal of all sets of first category in S3(X).
Then n satisfies condition (F). This is a consequence of Theorem 1
in [6].

(3) If there exists a σ-ideal π in 23 satisfying condition (D)
then each of the Xa's has to be uncountable.

(4) Let μ be a σ-finite measure on S3(X) and rt the σ-ideal of
μ-nullsets. If each Xa is uncountable then rt satisfies condition (D).
This follows from Lemma B (and proof) in [2].

Let us now state our main theorem.

THEOREM 4.3. Let n be a σ-ideal in S3(X) = 33(Π %a) satisfying
conditon (F) or (D). Let Φ be an automorphism of 33(X)/rt onto
itself. Then there exists a bijection f: X -> X such that f and f'1

are measurable and [f~\B)] = Φ([B]), [f(B)] = Φ~\[B]) for all B e SB(JC).

The ingredients of the proof will be provided by a series of
lemmas. Let us first make the following definition:

Given a measurable map g:X->X a subset / of J is called
^-invariant iff, for all x, y 6 X, the identity 7Cj{x) = πj(y) implies

LEMMA 4.4. Let g,h: X-* X be measurable mappings. Then,
for every countable Jo c /, there exists a countable set Jal which
contains Jo and is h- and g-invariant.

Proof. Let ^ be a countable base for the topology of XJo.
For Be^0 let J(B) be the smallest subset J of / such that πj*(B)9

g-\π7l(B))9 and h"\πJi(B)) depend only on J. Then J(B) is countable.
Define Jx — [j{J(B)\Be^0} and let ^ be a countable base for the
topology of XJt. Then one constructs J2 from ^ as Jx has been
constructed from ^ J . Continuing this process we get an increasing
sequence (Jn) of subsets of I and, for each n e N, a countable base
&n for the topology of XJn. Let J = UneivΛ. Then J is at most
countable and JQ(zJ. We shall show that J is g- and h-invariant.
To this end let x, y e X be such that πj(x) = πj(y). Assume πjg{x) Φ
πjg{y). Then there is a keN with πJkg(x) Φ πJkg(y). Hence there
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exists a &k with πJkg(x) e i? and πJkg(y) £ B which implies x e g~λ

7CJI{B) and y g ^r1 πγk{B). Since, by definition, g~\πγk{B)) depends only
on Jk+1 there is a j e Jk+1 with TΓ/OS) ̂  ττi(̂ /). But this is a contra-
diction since j e Jk+1 c J. Thus we deduce πσg{x) = πjg(y) In the
same way one shows πjh(x) = πjh(y).

LEMMA 4.5. Le£ π be a σ-ideal in S3 satisfying condition (F).
Lei q:X-^X be a measurable map with q'\N)en for all Nen.
Moreover, let J be a q-invariant subset of I. Define qy.X-^X by
Qj(β) — (ftjQ(χ), πΛJ(α0). Then qj is measurable with qj\N) en for all
Nen.

Proof From the definition it follows immediately that qd is
measurable. Now, let Nen be given. Since n satisfies condition
(F) we have

P: = πj\{z e Xj | πj^{y e XΛJ \ (z, y) e N}) e n}) e n .

We will show

R: = π-A{z' e Xj\πτX{y' e XnJ\(z\ y') e qj\N)}) ίπ})en.

To this end let xeR be given. Then we have

S.: - πjMiv' e X1SJ \ (πAx), y') e qj\N)}) ί n .

Since

Sx - πjtA{y' e XΛJ \ qA(πΛx), y')) e N})

= πτi,({y' e XΛJ \ (πjQ(x), y') e N})

this implies q(x)eP; hence Raq~XP). Because of P e n and, there-
fore, q~XP)en, this implies Ren, which, according to condition (F),
leads to qj\N)en.

LEMMA 4.6. (cf. Choksi [3], p. 115.) Let Y and Z be uncountable
Polish spaces, q:Y-*Y a bisection such that q and q~x are 58(Y)—33(10-
measurable, and Be^8(YxZ) such that for each yeY the set
By = {zeZ\(y, z)eB) is uncountable and of second category in Z.
Then there exists a bisection r: B —> B such that r and r~ι are
23(Y x Z) Π B — 33( Y x Z) ΓΊ B-measurable and such that, for each
yeY, r(y, •) maps {y} x By onto {q(y)} x Bq{y).

Proof According to Mauldin [7], Theorem 2.7 there exists a
set EeS8(Z) and a point-isomorphism g from (Y x E, 33(F x Z) Π
Y x E) onto (B, S3(Γ x Z) Π B) such that, for each yeY, g{y, •)
maps E onto {7/} x By. Define r: B —> i? by r(τ/, 2;) = g(q(y'), zf), where
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(y'f zf) — 9~Xy, z). Then r is a Injection and r as well as r'1 are
35( Y x Z) Π # - SS(Γ x Z) Π ̂ -measurable. For each p F , flΓ1^/, •)
is a map from By onto {T/} X i?, and (y, z) ι-> (?(i/), z) defines a map
from {y} x i£ onto {#(?/)} x E. Since # maps {q(y)} x i? onto

x -Bed) we, therefore, deduce that r(y9 •) is a map from 2?̂  onto
x BqW.

LEMMA 4.7. Lei n be a σ-ίdeal in 33 satisfying condition (F) or
(D). Let g, h: X-* X be measurable maps such that g~\N)€xt and
h~\N) en for all Nen and such that h^g^B) Δ Beπ as well as
g^h'XB) Δ-ββn for all Be^8. Let Jal be h- and g-invariant
with πjohog = %j = πjogoh. Moreover, let aoel be given. Then
there exist measurable maps g,h:X—>X and a subset Kdl with the
following properties:

(i) J U W c ί
(ii) K is g- and h-invariant.
(iii) πκogoh = πκ = πκohog
(iv) TΓjog — πjog and πj°h = πj°h

(v) g~\B) A g~\B) e rt and h"\B) A h~\B) e π for all B e 33.

Proof According to Lemma 4.4 there exists a countable #- and
^-invariant subset Jo of I with a0e Jo Define X = JUJ r

0 . Then K
is obviously #- and fe-invariant. Define

N = {xeX\πκogoh(x) Φ πκ{x) or πκohog(χ) Φ πκ(x)} .

We will show Next.
Since πj°g°h — %j = %j°h°g and since i£ is βr- and fc-invariant the
set N depends only on Jo. Let & be a countable base for the
topology of X,o. Then we have

N = {x 6 X\ IB 6 ̂ : 7Γ/o o g o h{x) 6 B and πJo(x) ί 5}

U {x eX\IBe <^: πjQohog{χ) eB and πjQ(x) $B}

= U ((^fX^KW) U (flr-^-^WW )̂)
B,Br e&

Since, according to our assumptions, h~ιg~ιπγQ{B)\π'Jl{B) 6 n and
^B) exi we deduce Next.

Case 1. Let tι satisfy condition (F).
Let hj and gj be defined in the same way as qj has been defined in
Lemma 4.5. Define

meN

, ICm 6
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From Lemma 4.5 we deduce Noen, and it follows that
h-\No)dNOf gj\N0)c:N09 and g-\N0)czNQ.
Define h:X-+X by

and g:X-*X by

\gj{x), x e NQ.

Then g and h are obviously measurable.
( 1 ) We will show that K is g- and fc-invariant.

To this end let x, y e X be such that πκ(x) = τcκ(y). If ίc e i\Γ0 then
there exist vl9 , vw, λx, , λm, plf , pm9 ιclf , /cm6iVU {0} with

o grjm o tfm o

Since K is g- and ̂ -invariant it is also gΓ and fej-invariant. This
fact implies

Since iV depends only on iΓ this implies

hence 2/ 6 i\Γ0.
Since ϋT is ^-invariant we deduce

If xίN0 it follows by the same arguments that 2/ £ -Wo Hence, the
(/-invariance of IT implies

In the same way one can show that if is ft -invariant.
(2) Next we will show that πκ°g°h — πκ — πκohog.

If xeN0 then we have λ($) = Λj(as). Since

we get Λj(a?) e gj^No) c JV0; hence g°h(x) = gj°hj(x) = α?; in particular

If α; ί iVo then we have λ(a?) = ft(αj). From fc-^jNo) c iV0 it follows
that h(x)gNQ; hence goh(x) = goh(x). Since NaN0 we get
and, therefore, πκ°goh(x) = τrx(α;); hence πκogoh(x) = πκ(x).
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In the same way one can show that πκ o h o g = 7^.
(3) From the definition of g and h it follows immediately that

πj°g = πj°g and π,oh = π^oft.

(4) Let J5633 be given. Then we have 3~\B)Ag'KB)aNQ;
hence ^(JB) Δ flr^B) e n.

In the same way one can deduce that h~\B) A h~\B) e n.

Case 2. Let tt satisfy condition (D).
If J Π Jo Φ 0 then, according to condition (D), there exists a

set N' e tt such that iSΓ depends only on Jo and such that 7CJlJof]J(u) Π
πJo(N') is uncountable and of second category in 7CJIJQΓIJ(U) for all

O

If J n Jo = 0 define iSΓ = 0 .
We will show that /0 Π J is #- and h-invariant. Let x, y e X be

such that πJofxJ(x) = 7ζJof]J(y). Then, due to the g-invariance of Jo

and J, we have

and

= πj°g(y)

hence πJΓίJoog(χ) = πJ[}jQog(y).

In the same way one can show that J Γϊ JQ is fe-invariant.
Define #0: X , ^ -> X/ΠfΓo by sro(^) = πjnJog(u, w), where w 6

is arbitrary. Since JfiJo is gr-invariant r̂0 is a well-defined map.
From πjogoh — 7Zj — πjohog it follows that #0 is a bijection. It is
also easy to check that #0 and ĝ "1 are S(Xjntr0) — S5(X j n jo)-m e a s u r a^ l e

Define

^0 - U UUr-fr"2- g-^h-HNU N') I ^, , vm, λx, -, λm 6 Nϋ {0}} .
iV

U
weiV

From our assumptions concerning g and h we deduce iV"0 e π, JNΓU
iSΓ c iVo, flΓWo) c iNΓo, and fc-Wo) c ΛΓ0. Since iSΓ and N' depend only
on Jo and since Jo is g- and ^-invariant the set NQ also depends only
on Jo. If Jo Π J = 0 define g: X-> X by

[x, xeN0

and fe:X^Xby

fλ(α?), xίiS

(a?, xeNo.
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Then g and h obviously satisfy conditions (i) to (v) in Lemma 4.7.
If Jo Π J Φ 0 then according to our assumptions (cf. Remark 4.2.3)
XjQnj and XJ^J are uncountable Polish spaces. In this case we have
πjQ(N0) e$b(Xj0) and, for each ueXjQf]J, the set πjι

Q,Joί)J(u) Π πjQ(NQ) is
uncountable and of the second category in KJIJQC]J{U). According to
Lemma 4.6 there exists a bisection r: πjQ(N0) —> πJo(No) such that r
and r"1 are measurable and such that, for each w e XJQ, we have

Since πjohog = π^ = πjogoh this implies

where fe0 is defined in an analogous way as gQ.
Define <7:X->X by

«">- - . ,,r.
and h: X—» X by

h(x) =

Then # and A are measurable.
(1) We will show that K is g- and A -invariant.
Let a ; , i/6lbe such that πx(α?) = πκ(y). Since iV0 depends only

on JoaK either x and y are both in JV0 or x and ?/ are both in
X\JV0. In the first case we have πκog(χ) = πκ(πΛjQog(x)f roπjQ(x))
and, due to the #-invariance of K combined with πJo(x) = πjQ(y),

o o o Q = πκg(y) .

In the second case the #-invariance of K implies

= πκog(χ) = πκog{y) = πκog(y) .

In the same way one can show that iΓ is h-invariant.
(2) We will show that πκogoh — πκ — πκ°hog.
Since iVo depends only on Jo we have h(N0) c NQ and (̂iVo) c No.

Because g-\N0)c.N0 and h~\N0)c:N0 we also have g(X\N0) a X\N0

and Λ(X\iΫo) c IWo.
We, therefore, deduce that, for each xeN0,

πκohog(χ) = π^oh(πIXJog{x), roτrJo(x))

Since πjQ>Jof]JoroπJo(x) = g^π^j{x) = πJoC]Jog(x) and since J is
invariant we have
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KJ°HKI\J0°9&), roπJo(x)) = πjθhog(χ) .

Because of πδ o h o g = rcj and K\J0 c J this implies

πκ o h o g(χ) = πκ(πΛJo o h ° #(», πJo(α0) = (ππ U o o fc o g(χ)f πJo(x)) = πx(α?) .

For α ίΛΓo it follows from NdN0 that

πκohog(χ) = πκoh

In the same way one can show that πκogoh — πκ.
(3) We will show that πj°g = Kjog and πjoh
For xeX\N0 these identities obviously hold.
For xeN0 we deduce

In the same way one can show that πjofc = πjoh.
(4) Property (v) in Lemma 4.7 follows from the fact that g

and g as well as h and /& differ only in a subset of iSΓ0 e π.

Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let @ be the collection of the triples
(J»99h)f where g,h:X-+X are measurable such that [flΓ ĴS)] =
Φ([£]) and [h-\B)] = Φ'\[B\) for all JBeSS, and JΓ is a j - and Λ-
invariant subset of I with πjohog = πj = πjogoh.

We define the following preorder on @:
(J» 9u hJ^iJt, gZf h2) iff JiCJ2, π^g^π^g^ and πJloh2 = πJlohι.
According to Theorem 3.1 there are measurable maps #0 and fe0

from X into itself such that g0 induces Φ and h0 induces Φ"1. Thus
(0, 0o, &<>) belongs to @ and @ is not empty.

We claim that the preorder ^ is inductive. To show this let
(Jχ9 9λ, hχ)λeΛ be a (nonempty) chain in @ and let λoeΛ be fixed.
Define J = \JλeΛ Jλ and g: X-> X by

πa(gλ(x)), aeJλ

Let fe be defined in an analogous way.
Then g and h are obviously measurable.

Next we will show that g induces Φ. To prove this it is enough
to prove [flΓ^CB))] - Φ([π^0(B)]) for all aoel and all .BeSCX^).
For a0e J and βe35(Xαo) there exists a λ e i with aQeJλ; hence

= {xeX\ πaQ
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= {xeX\πaoogλ(χ)eB}

Since (Jh gh hλ) e @ this implies [g-\πϊl(B))] = Φtfπ JCB)]). For α0 6 J\J
one has to replace λ by λ0 in the above argument. In the same way-
one can see that h induces Φ~\

By standard arguments it can be shown that J is g- and h-
invariant and that

πj°g°h — πj = πjohog .

Thus (J, g, h) is an upper bound of (Jλ, gλ, hλ)λeΛ in @.
By Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal element (J', g\ hf) in @.

Using Lemma 4.7 we conclude J ' = J. Since #' induces Φ and /*/
induces Φ"1 the equality gΌ hf = hf o gf = idx yields that /: = g' is a
bisection with the desired properties.
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